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Dec 2, 2013 Â Â Cummins Calterm engine monitor has a test management tool to allow you to perform electronic. The software monitors most of the parameters of your engine
and is ideally to monitor in real.The month long disruption at Mexico’s federal toll plaza, known as the Santiago de Guadalupe, has been marred by a litany of problems, including a
military personnel mutiny over working conditions and a collapsing freight train in a tunnel beneath the control booth. Now a new report from the Mexican daily, Reforma, has
presented disturbing information on the safety of the control booth and its workers: More than 300 complaints have been filed with the government regarding safety and working
conditions. According to the newspaper, 39 of those complaints were filed with the country’s interior department in the last two years, with instances of workers being burned by
fuel filters, suffocated in a ventilation shaft and crushed by a forklift. The report states that the toll booth has not been updated in six years. A pile of filled truck tires sits outside a
Santiago de Guadalupe toll plaza in Mexico City. (Photo: Fernando Angulo) Beyond a crumbling structure A video sent to InSight Crime by one of the country’s most prominent
trucking groups, the National Union of Transportation and Freight Workers of Mexico (Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores del Transporte y del Freight de México, or SNTDF),
reveals the toll plaza’s decrepit condition. The video, taken in February, shows a freight train entering the tunnel below the control booth. The freight train does not have an
emergency device, so it enters an area that is not properly controlled. It is unclear how many trains pass through the tunnel without control, but the Sindicato Nacional de
Trabajadores del Transporte y del Freight de México says that such incidents have occurred, and that the tunnel is unsafe. A cargo train speeds through a tunnel beneath the
Santiago de Guadalupe toll plaza in Mexico City. (Photo: Fernando Angulo) Coordination problems The company in charge of toll booth management, Mexico City’s “joint
venture,” Transpark, has not been meeting its contractual obligations to monitor the toll plaza, Reforma reports. InSight Crime has confirmed that Transpark
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